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Chief Executive Officer
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Presently he is serving as Project Scheduler from Shamsi Builder’s side (the main engineering contractors and builders of this project) on PCB (Pakistan Cricket Boards) Cricket Academy’s building development project at Karachi Stadium.

He was trained by Americans in Project Management and Computers in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia on ARAMCO’S (Arabian American Oil Company) Oil and Gas Projects and served on a 2.5 billion dollars Yanbu Gas Projects and a no. of Saudi Arabian Govt. projects for more than 12 years.

Besides training a lot of executives in Project Management in Pakistan, He got the honor to train the first 50 officers of Pakistan Navy who build the first submarine AUGUSTA of Pakistan in France.

He is offering professional IT workshops with ICMAP since 1992 and in last two years he offered 6 workshops on Computerized Project Management using Microsoft Project and 7 workshops on Advanced EXCEL with Macros.
Dear Member,

The Karachi Branch Council 2012 of ICMAP has always been active in personal and professional development of students and members by organizing programs on capacity building, grooming and personality developments. Maintaining successful trend of organizing workshops and seminars, the KBC 2012 is organizing a workshop on:

**FINANCIAL MODELING using Advanced EXCEL 2007 with Macros**

**Introduction**

The Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Pakistan is country's leading professional Institute serving the country for over 55 years. Besides fulfilling the important human resource need through steady flow of professional accountants, it is also contributing to economic growth of the country by actively participating in human resource capacity building. It is the tradition of the Institute to lead in addressing issues faced by the industry in general and business organizations in particular in the field of Management, Accounting, Finance, Information Technology, Audit, Taxation, etc by organizing short courses, workshops, seminars and conferences.

Professional activism and commitment to promote effectiveness and efficiency is the endeavor of professional institutes like ICMAP. Professionals have often taken the lead to promote progressive changes in corporate culture using information technology as one of the key tools.

**FINANCIAL MODELING using Advanced EXCEL 2007 With Macros**

A course must for every Business Executive regardless of Industry

The Karachi Branch Council of ICMAP regularly organizing different courses to keep its members and students updated with the latest developments in the corporate world. In order to improve the skills of our members, students and others in the area of information technology KBC is organizing an intensive course on Financial Modeling using Advanced EXCEL 2007 With Macros.

Microsoft EXCEL is a software tool for Calculations, Costing, Financial modeling, Chart and Graphics, databases … a must for entire business world. Avail this golden opportunity to learn the professional tools and techniques, which can save millions in your operational and processing costs.

**Teaching Methodology:**

The participants will undergo from the following teaching methodologies:

- Presentations and Lectures with Multimedia
- Interactive Practical Sessions of Problems and Solutions
- Test & Quizzes

Every participant will be provided with individual Computer System to make sure maximum learning through practical sessions.

**Who should attend?**

CEO, CFO, COO, Directors, Engineers, Executives, Marketing Managers and all executives involved in local and international businesses.

**Pre-requisite for this Course:**

- The person must have knowledge of Windows and Computer operations.
- Thorough operational knowledge of EXCEL Basic, a must.

**Complete Course Contents**

- What's NEW in EXCEL 2007
- Formulas and Advanced Formulas
- 3D Formulas
- Using IF functions for business solutions
- Range Names and its Applications in Formulas
- Printing Selected Ranges
- Solutions to users' problems
- Professional Tips

**MACROS**

All with interactive exercises

- Introduction to MACROS
- Creating Macros
- Editing Macros
- Editing Macros using VBA
- Modifying and Updating Macros
- Solutions to users' problems
- Professional Tips

**Learn through an American Trained Professional!**

Karachi Branch Council of ICMAP is proud to present a course about FINANCIAL MODELING using Advanced EXCEL 2007 with Macros in collaboration with Strategic Corporate Trainers.

FINANCIAL MODELING using Advanced EXCEL 2007 with Macros, this makes your company more efficient, profitable, and flexible with more timely information and easy to generate reports.

FINANCIAL MODELING using Advanced EXCEL 2007 with Macros saves you a lot of time, money, resources and keep you away from a lot of frustrations due to repetitive tasks.